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1Discussion of Article 68. Alternative Draft on the Basis of

Paragraph 1. The Committee discussed thedraft of Article 63

on the basis of two categories of Board Membership. TheDelegate of

CB referred to difficulties which might arise from abstentions

of voting in the Conference, and the Committee, after debate of the

issue, agreed that abstontions should not be taken into account.

The Committee approved Paragraph 1 with a numbor of minor

drafting amendments.

Paragraph 2. The Delegate of the ra&iiSraised the

question of the Zuration of the appointmentof permanent Members

and the Chairman explained that replacement of Members of chief

economic importance may take place in any one year on the basis of

the determination procedure formulated in Paragraph 2. The Committee ttee

edappi-oraphgrafa with uma nabe of minor fdragitiamendmentsnC ~n-

raphParea. Thommitteee Ca=ebated. he difficulties in

cbtaignind aequatea stticstiaal dta in the first drmietenation of

eomonccimportance. A number offDelatesegreiter ted.gumeae,ts

which had been advanced weviouslwy ith garerd to :

the difficulty of obtaining statistical data in garder to

,atio/nnal
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national income. The Committee finally agreed to use the average of the

Figures for 1937 and of the last year immediately preceding the first

election and also concurred in the opinion that for the second election the

average of 1947 and 1943 figures could be considered if for any country no

adequate data should be available for the year 1946. The Committee approved

Paragraph 3 with thesequalifications' nt-oas.

HAFRICANThe SO'Jlegate pointed out that in the sta.tstical table3

eiorabyted Ithe Secretariat: old exports had not been incluaded e- that

the table should be accordingly corrected.

graph2araThbsia xggra~a wa-sap -roed by the Sub-Committeec;it the

Sub-Committee clarified that with regard to advisers, mentionet in this

Paragraph, it should be left to the rules of procedure of the Executive

Board to define their exact position on the Executive Board.

2, DiscussionofArticle 6C, Alternate Draft on the Basis of Three
Categories.
Paragraphs (a) and (b) were provisonally approved with Minor amendments.

With regard toParagraph (c), the Sub-Committee discussed the question whether

this paragraph provided a sould mathematical formula for rotationespecially

with regard to ccuntries who would lose their place in one category after a

Short period, especially whether a ratio of six to six to six for each

category would be preferasble to a ratio of seven to five to six in taking

account of problems which might arise when countries transfer from one

category into another category. The Committee decided to retain the original

distribution of seats with seven in the first, five in the second and six

in the third category.

Sub-paragraphs (b), (c), (d) and (e). The following text of paragraph
(b) was approved:

"The seven Members with the highest rating as determined every

/three years
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three years in accordance with the provisions of sub-peragraph (a)

above shall have seats on the Executive Board for the next three-year

period".

The UNTEDKINGDOMDelegate proposed the following formulation for

sub-paragraph (c):

"The Conference, excluding the seventeen Members referred to above

under sub-paragraphs (b) and (c), shall elect one additional Member of

the Board for every three Members participating in the election under
this sub-paragraph, provided that such additional seats shall never

exceed six."

The Sub-Committee appointed an ad hoc drafting, group consisting of the

Delegates from CANADA, UNITEDSTATESand UNITED KINGDOMto elaborate in

co-operation with the Secretar. a new text of the alternative draft Article 68

based upon divided seats into three categories. Paragraph (c) of the new

draft is to be based on the UNITED KINGDOM formula and the draft should.

include provisions for the first election in conformance with those decided

upon by the Sub-Committee in the "two category draft", and the general rule

of non-eligibility for immediate re-election.

3. Weighted. Voting.
The UNITEDKINGDOM Delegate explained that her country would prefer an

alternative which combines weighted voting on the basis of theUNITED KINGDOM DOM

formula vth a small number of pearmanent sets on the Executive Board.

KTNhe T2 = Delegate also expressed that UNITEDKINGDOMthe M D OM

preferred weighted voting in the Conference whereas the Executive Board

Should arive at its decisions on the basis of "one vote - one country".

mThe Sub-Cciteewhedebated iier, in nycase of aereighted voting, the

total voytes of an country should have to be used in one single bloc or

whether they could be split uup. Tmhe Sb-Comittee decided that in the

eightedcee bvei'ng, all votes of any Member should have to be used in

ag sinle :_c.

/in discussion



In discussing the basic vote of 100 used in the UNITEDKINGDOMformula
for weighted, voting, three principle opinions were advancesm. one -group

of countries especially FRANCEand theUNITEDSTATES were of the opinion
that any basic vote would tend to underrate the realdifferences in the

other economic factors used in the weighted formula. If weighted voting

is to be considered , it should be basad on the real significance of economic

differences. CANADA held that a basic vote of 100was much too high but

that a certain basic vote should be retained.

The NETHERLANDSDelegate explained that the quasi-Judicial nature of
the International Trade Organization should exclude weighted voting in the

Conference because the power of the economically most important countries to

out-vote the rest ofthe countries in addition to their permanent seats on

the Executive Board would render the Organization completelyundemocretic
and would arouse Justified resentment on the part of the economically less

important countries. Ifany weighted voting should be envisaged it should

be in terms of a very highbasic vote such as proposed in the UNITED KINGDOM

The UNITED STATES Delegate observed that the Sub-Committes was obviously;
so strongly eplit on the issue of the high or low basic vote in the case of

wighted voting, that, no purpose could. be served by further debate in the

Sub-Committee. He, therefore, proposed, and the Sub-Committeeagreed. to

transfer the debate on weighted voting to the Drafting Committee, The

Sub-Committee also agreed that in presenting its findings to the Drafting

Committee, the first alternative of Article 68 in the London draft should be

presented, as the first alternative, then in sequence, the various

alternatives elaborated and approved by the Sub-Committee.
The Delegate of BRAZIL inquired whether the Brazilian draft of Article 68

should, be resported out asa Sub-Committee draft, and tbe Chairman ruled that

/it would.
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it would have to be debated and carried by a majority of the Sub-Committee to

be reported out as a Sub-Committee draft.

A debate ensued whether Delegates shouldbe entitled to submit their

own drafts to the Drafting Committee under all circumstances also if they

were agreed on compromise formulas worked out by the Sub-Committee. The

Secretary ( Mr. Korican) suggested as a solution that it should be understood

that Members of the Sub-Committee could endorse compromise formulas,

elaborated by the Sub-Committee, in their quality as experts and Members of

the Sub-Committee without prejudice to their right to submit different

individual drafts on behalf of their governments.

TheBELGIAN Delegate expressed his readiness to withdraw the BELGIAN

draft of Article 68 (E/PC/T/C .6,/W.48) provided "the three catsgories

formula" were to be adopted and no other Member of the Sub-Committee would

submit indiviual drafts.The BRAZILIAN Delegate wished the record to show

that BRAZIL originalIy had understood that their draft was to go to the

Drafting Committoe as a Sub-Committee proposal regardless of discussion

and approval in the Sub-Committee, and that he wished to reserve his final

decision on the BRAZILIAN draft pending receipt of instructions from the

senior Delegate of BRAZIL .

The Sub-Committee agreed that no compromise draft on weighted voting

should be elaborated end submitted to the Drafting Committee and that the

UNITEDKINGDOM should submit its formula for weighted voting to the

Drafting Committee as her individual draft.

The CHAIRMAN stated for the record that the correct name of the

Sub-Committee is Administrative Sub-Committee end not Sub-Committee on

Executive Board Membership and Voting.

The Sub-Committee adjourned for Fridey, 7 February 1947 at 2:45 p.m.,

and it was agreed that the agenda of the next meeting should be devoted to

a further debate on weighted voting and to consider Article 72 (f.f.) of

the Charter. The CHAIRMANasked the Delegates to submit their draft

proposals for Article 75.


